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Insight into the ruggedness of adaptive landscapes is central to understanding the mechanisms and
constraints that shape the course of evolution. While empirical data on adaptive landscapes remain
scarce, a handful of recent investigations have revealed genotype-phenotype and genotype-fitness
landscapes that appeared smooth and single peaked. Here, we used existing in vivo measurements
on lac repressor and operator mutants in Escherichia coli to reconstruct the genotype-phenotype
map that details the repression value of this regulatory system as a function of two key repressor
residues and four key operator base pairs. We found that this landscape is multipeaked, harboring in
total 19 distinct optima. Analysis showed that all direct evolutionary pathways between peaks
involve significant dips in the repression value. Consistent with earlier predictions, we found re-
ciprocal sign epistatic interactions at the repression minimum of the most favorable paths between
two peaks. These results suggest that the occurrence of multiple peaks and reciprocal epistatic
interactions may be a general feature in coevolving systems like the repressor-operator pair studied
here. © 2010 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3453602�

It has long been recognized that the evolution of new
functions is not only determined by the external forces of
natural selection, but also by diverse internal limitations
of the evolving biological system itself. Apart from the
hard constraints imposed by physical and chemical laws,
the Darwinian process of repeated selection of heritable
changes can also give rise to adaptive limitations when
some of the genetic changes that are required to reach a
more adapted genotype are not unconditionally favor-
able. One of the most striking situations arises when no
single genetic change is favorable while combinations of
multiple genetic changes are, as it can lead to evolution-
ary stasis. This scenario can be seen as an entrapment in
a local optimum in a multipeaked adaptive landscape.
While in recent years methodologies have been developed
to determine such adaptive landscapes empirically, the
evidence for the existence of multiple peaks have been
rather scarce and indirect. Here we analyze published
experimental data on the expression regulation of mu-
tants of the lac repressor and operator. We report the
presence of multiple peaks in repression, as the key resi-
dues and base pairs for the binding specificity are varied
in the transcription factor and its target DNA binding
site. Together with our finding, the existence of multiple
homologous repressor-operator pairs in Escherichia coli
indicates that evolution has been able to avoid the frus-
tration associated with local suboptima, and exploits the
wide range of solutions available in the genetic space de-
spite the presence of genetic barriers.

I. INTRODUCTION

Determining the architecture of adaptive landscapes is
central to understanding the course of evolution. The step-
wise adaptation of living systems to new environments by
natural selection results from the intricate relationships be-
tween genotype and phenotype and between phenotype and
fitness.1 Ever since Wright2 introduced the metaphor of an
adaptive landscape, its shape has been hotly debated, but
nonetheless essentially remained unknown due to insufficient
empirical data.1,3–12

The architecture of adaptive landscapes is tightly related
to the notion of epistasis �Fig. 1�.2,13 Epistasis provides a
way to classify how elementary genetic changes correlate in
terms of their effect on phenotype and fitness. For magnitude
epistasis or in absence of epistasis, mutations give rise to
either a positive or a negative fitness or phenotypic effect,
regardless of the genetic background �Fig. 1�a�, top�. This
results in adaptive landscapes that are smooth and single
peaked �Fig. 1�b�, left�. In the case of sign epistasis, the sign
of the fitness or phenotypic effect of a mutation does depend
on the genetic background �Fig. 1�a�, bottom left�, such that
only a fraction of the total paths to the optimum are selec-
tively accessible, i.e., contain only steps that confer a perfor-
mance increase. A third class of epistatic interactions is that
of reciprocal sign epistasis, in which two genetic changes are
individually deleterious but jointly advantageous �Fig. 1�a�,
bottom right�. It has been suggested that reciprocal sign epi-
static interactions play a central role to generate adaptive
landscapes with multiple distinct peaks �Fig. 1�b��.10 The oc-
currence of multiple peaks can give rise to entrapment on
local suboptima, which frustrates adaptation to the global
optimum.a�Electronic mail: tans@amolf.nl.
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Spurred by systematic laboratory reconstructions of the
evolutionary intermediates for a handful of well-
characterized phenotypes, recent years have seen a renewed
interest in the structure of adaptive landscapes.3,10,11,14 These
efforts have revealed the existence of sign epistatic interac-
tions and single peaked landscapes. Here we investigate the
structure of the genotype-phenotype landscape for the repres-
sion of the lac operon by the lac repressor and its operator.
Using in vivo measured data from Müller-Hill and
co-workers,15 we have previously reconstructed this land-
scape to investigate the divergence between two repressor-
operator pairs.16 Here, we aim to determine whether the re-
pression value for a single repressor and operator exhibits
more than one distinct peak as a function of its genotype.

In this effort, we developed a recursive algorithm to
search for peaks within the genotype space of the repressor-
operator system. This analysis showed that the genotype-
phenotype landscape is multipeaked, encompassing in total

19 well-defined optima. Our result contrasts with previous
studies that showed single peaked adaptive landscapes,3,14

which we suggest may be understood from the lock-key ar-
chitecture of the here studied system. This finding, together
with the observation that several repressor-operator pairs ho-
mologous to the lac system exist in Escherichia coli, sug-
gests that evolution is able to overcome the frustration of a
multipeaked landscape to exploit a wide diversity of interac-
tions that are available in the genetic space.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM

Recognition of DNA by proteins plays a central role in
the regulation of transcription in all organisms. The lactose
operon of Escherichia coli serves as a key biological system
to study gene transcription regulation ever since Monod and
Jacob17 discovered it. Transcription regulation of this operon
by binding of the lac repressor �LacI� to its operator regions
in the lac promoter �Fig. 2� is understood in great detail and
continues to be of great value in the study of gene
regulation.15,18–27 LacI is a prototypic member of the large
GalR-LacI family of prokaryotic transcription factors, a
group that has more than 1000 members.28,29 Members of
this family possess a conserved N-terminal DNA binding
domain, and a central highly versatile domain that, under the
same scaffold, functions as a binding pocket for different
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Relationship between epistasis and landscape rugged-
ness. �a� Schematic representation of different classes of epistatic interac-
tions between mutations at two different genetic loci: a→A and b→B. In
the absence of epistasis, mutation a→A yields the same phenotypic or fit-
ness effect in genetic backgrounds b or B and vice versa. With magnitude
epistasis, the phenotypic or fitness effect differs in magnitude depending on
the genetic background. For sign epistasis, the sign of the fitness effect
depends on the genetic background; as a result some paths are selectively
inaccessible. In the case of reciprocal sign epistasis mutations are individu-
ally deleterious but collectively advantageous. �b� Continuous surfaces that
serve to illustrate ruggedness in fitness landscapes. As a disclaimer, note that
several features of these surfaces do not correspond to fitness landscapes.
The left panel shows a single peaked surface where all the paths toward
optimum are monotonously increasing in fitness. The left panel shows a
multipeaked surface. All paths from the suboptimal peak to the optimal peak
encounter a decrease in fitness.
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FIG. 2. �Color� Description of the studied system. �a� Structures illustrating
the molecular interactions between the key residues in the lac repressor
�yellow� and the key base pairs in the operator sequence �blue�. The left
panel shows a wild-type E. coli repressor-operator system, where the side
chain of the key residues 17 and 18 from the repressor forms hydrogen
bonds �dotted gray lines� with bases 4 and 5 of the symmetrical half opera-
tor. The left panel shows another repressor-operator pair. �b� Cartoon repre-
sentation of the above three-dimensional structure with downstream reporter
gene lacZ whose expression level is controlled by binding of the lac repres-
sor �red� to the lac operator. The left panel represents the same but for
another pair with mutations in the repressor and the operator �red crosses�.
�c� Representation of the data set. Genotype-phenotype map showing repres-
sion values as a function of residues 17 and 18 and all 16 operator variants
based on the in vivo measurements. Low and high repression values are
indicated by light and dark colors, respectively.
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types of small signaling molecules and promotes oligomer-
ization of the complex by protein-protein interaction between
the monomers. Binding of a signaling molecule to the receiv-
ing pocket allosterically regulates binding of the transcrip-
tion factor to the target DNA sequence and thereby modu-
lates mRNA production from the promoter of the operon.29

The lac system of E. coli is well-suited to start address-
ing the structure of adaptive landscapes for molecular inter-
actions. Residues determining the specific binding between
the lac repressor and its operator have been identified and
circumscribed to only ten base pairs,25 reducing to a large
extent the genotypic search space: essentially, two key resi-
dues, Tyr-17 and Gln-18, from the recognition helix of the
lac repressor are responsible for specific recognition of key
base pairs 4 and 5 �and symmetrically related base pairs� in
the palindromic lac operator sequence,30 altogether reducing
the determinant factors to six base pairs for the codons of
residues 17 and 18 of the repressor, and four base pairs in the
palindromic operator �Fig. 2�a��. We note that other residues
�e.g., Ser-21, Arg-22 of the recognition helix and base pair 6
of the operator� do have an effect on affinity, although less
on specificity. Müller-Hill and co-workers have measured in
vivo the repression values of repressor-operator pair variants
obtained by extensive base pair substitutions at the afore-
mentioned ten key positions.15 Repression values for
repressor-operator pair variants were determined as the ratio
of repressed and unrepressed expression of a downstream
�-galactosidase �lacZ� reporter gene, as measured via a stan-
dard Miller31 assay. The measured data set covers 1286 out
of a total of 6400 possible homodimeric repressor-
palindromic operator variants �two amino acids and two in-
dependent base pairs�.15,31,32 From the measured data it has
been observed that mutations in the key residues of the re-
pressor �residues 17 and 18� contribute additively to the re-
pression value, but the mutations in the key base pairs in the
operator �base pairs 4 and 5� do not.

Based on this observed additivity between the repressor
residues, the repression values for those mutants for which
there were no measured data were determined by
interpolation.15,32 Additionally, to obtain the complete map-
ping between genotype and phenotype �i.e., repression
value�, we have extended the data set to also describe non-
palindromic operators, which constitute necessary intermedi-
ates for a step-by-step mutation process. To this aim, we
have used the observation that each monomer of the dimeric
repressor contributes additively to the binding energy with
DNA.16,33 Briefly, extrapolated repression values are calcu-
lated according to the general Eq. �2� of Ref. 16,

Fo1o2 = 1 + sqrt��Fo1 − 1���Fo2 − 1�� .

For a palindromic operator, Fo1o2=Fo1=Fo2, where Fo�1/2� is
the product of two factors �one for each of the key residues�
taken from Table II of Ref. 15. Fo1 and Fo2 may also be
unequal, thus yielding the repression value for a nonpalin-
dromic operator. In total, our genotype data set consists of
around 106 sequences �all combinations of ten independent
base pairs� of repressor-operator variants, constituted of ho-
modimeric repressors and palindromic or nonpalindromic
operators �Fig. 2�.

III. ALGORITHM

To find local repression optima in the genetic space of
the repressor-operator pairs, the repression value of each
point in the space is compared with the repression values of
its nearest �single point mutation distant� neighbors. If at
least one neighbor has a better repression value, then the
point is not an optimum. If all the neighbors have lower
repression values, then the point is an optimum. However, it
might be that while none of the neighbors have a higher
repression value, not all of them have lower repression
values—that is, there might exist neutral neighbors. This
does not necessarily mean that both the assessed point and
the neutral neighbors are not optima; on the contrary, they
might all together constitute an optimum plateau.

Therefore, during the assessment process of each point
of the genetic space, each time a neutral neighbor is found a
recursive procedure is started to determine �i� the extent of
the associated neutral region and �ii� to test each point of the
neutral region for optimality before concluding about the op-
timality of the entire region—i.e., if one of the points of the
neutral region has a neighbor not in the neutral region and
with a higher repression value, then the region is not an
optimum.

At the end of the procedure, each point of the genotype
map is defined either as “nonoptimum” or as “optimum-j,”
where j is an integer number that differentiates each distinct
and independent local optimum, and that is the same for all
neutral points of an optimum plateau.

IV. RESULTS

We have reconstructed the genotype-phenotype land-
scape detailing the repression values �defined as the ratio of
unrepressed and repressed expression levels of the down-
stream lacZ gene� for variants of the lac repressor-operator
system, and analyzed the ruggedness of the landscape. The
genotype space contains about 106 variants, covering all pos-
sible combinations of mutations in the repressor and the op-
erator, at the positions known to determine their binding
specificity �i.e., base pairs 4, 5, and symmetrically positioned
base pairs 4� and 5� in the operator, as well as base pairs
coding for residues 17 and 18 in the recognition helix of the
lac repressor25 �Fig. 2��. A particular operator-repressor vari-
ant of the explored genotype space is represented by the
sequence at the four key positions in the operator �respec-
tively base pairs 5, 4, 4�, and 5�—see Fig. 2�, followed by
symbols of the amino acids present respectively at residues
17 and 18 of the LacI protein. Thereby, the wild-type geno-
type would for instance be designated tgcaYQ.

The algorithm described above was used to search for
peaks in repression values throughout the entire delineated
genotype space. This analysis revealed 19 distinct peaks, i.e.,
areas of high repression values within the genotype space,
isolated from each other by genotypes of strictly lower re-
pression levels. Table I lists the genotypes and associated
repression values of the 19 peaks of the landscape.

In order to quantify the distinctness of the peaks, we
analyzed their relative distance and the decreases in repres-
sion values along the paths between them. On average two
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peaks are separated by a Hamming distance of six mutations,
with Hamming distances ranging between two and nine mu-
tations. Note that a specific situation occurs in the case of
serine which is encoded by two independent groups of
codons separated by two mutations. This results in the exis-
tence of distinct peaks when this amino acid is present in the
repressor. For simplicity, we have not distinguished these
peaks in Table I.

Next, we looked more closely at the paths between two
peaks separated by the average Hamming distance �six mu-
tations�. In particular, we considered the peaks atgcPK and
tgcaSQ �respectively, peaks 9 and 3 in Table I�. These two
peaks have repression values of 200 and 325, respectively.
The peak tgcaSQ is the optimum that is closest to the wild-
type sequence tgcaYQ. Note that for simplicity we have ex-
cluded the cases of reverse mutations and restricted our
analysis to direct paths between the peaks.

For a Hamming distance of h between two peaks, one
can follow h! different direct paths. Figure 3 presents the
histogram of the smallest repression values encountered
along each of the 6! =720 paths going from peaks acgtPK to
tgcaSQ. The vast majority of paths ��600� decreases down
to repression values of 2 or less, which represents more than
a 100-fold reduction in repression. The 12 most optimal
paths, i.e., the paths that involve the least drastic dips, still
decrease down to repression values of around 20. Thus, to
evolve from one peak to the other, the system has to over-
come a loss of at least tenfold in repression.

A number of typical paths are illustrated in Fig. 4, where
the respective mutations and repression values at each step

are indicated. In this graph, path 1 is one of the least likely
paths, exhibiting a 200-fold drop in repression value at step 3
where the repression decreases to a value of 1. In this path,
the operator is mutated first, resulting in disruption of its
palindromic symmetry, and decreasing the repression value
to about 80. At the second and third steps, the operator ex-
periences additional mutations that bring it closer to the final
sequence, although still maintaining the sequence asymmetry
initially introduced. Ultimately, the repression shrinks to 1 at
the third step. Subsequently, in steps 4 and 5 two mutations
occur in the repressor. The first of these mutations, lysine �L�
to glutamine �K�, compensates for the mutations in the op-
erator and restores the repression level to about 100, while
the second mutation in the repressor, a proline �P� to serine

TABLE I. Genotypes and repression values for the 19 independent peaks in
the phenotype landscape of lac operator-repressor pair variants. Nonpalin-
dromic operators are indicated by their two equivalent reverse-complement
sequences.

Peak rank

Genotype

Repression levelOperator Repressor

1 tg¯ca SM 520
2 tt¯aa HM 500
3 tg¯ca SQ 325
4 gt¯ac KS; KT; KMa 300
5 aa¯ tt IS 300
6 aa¯ tt SS 225
7 ta¯ ta SG; IG; PGb 220
8 tg¯ac /gt¯ca KM 219
9 ac¯gt PK 200
10 ac¯gt MK 200
11 aa¯ac /gt¯ tt SS 184
12 at¯at VM 160
13 ag¯ac /gt¯ct PS 150
14 ag¯ct PS 150
15 tg¯ac /gt¯ca KQ 100
16 gt¯ac KQ 100
17 tg¯ca SN 91
18 ga¯ tc QT 90
19 gt¯ac VQ 50

aS, T, and M are connected, so 1 optimum.
bS, I, and P are connected, so 1 optimum.
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FIG. 3. �Color online� Histogram of the minimal repression values along
direct paths between peaks acgtPK and tgcaSQ. Dotted lines indicate the
repression levels at the beginning and at the end of the mutational path
�repression values of 200 and 350 for genotypes acgtPK and tgcaSQ,
respectively�.
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1 ac ⋅⋅⋅ ga PK ac ⋅⋅⋅ ga PK ac ⋅⋅⋅ gt SK ac ⋅⋅⋅ gt SK
2 ag ⋅⋅⋅ ga PK ag ⋅⋅⋅ ga PK tc ⋅⋅⋅ gt SK tc ⋅⋅⋅ gt SK
3 ag ⋅⋅⋅ ca PK ag ⋅⋅⋅ ga PQ tc ⋅⋅⋅ ga SK tc ⋅⋅⋅ ga SK
4 ag ⋅⋅⋅ ca PQ ag ⋅⋅⋅ ca PQ tc ⋅⋅⋅ ga SQ tc ⋅⋅⋅ ca SK
5 ag ⋅⋅⋅ ca SQ ag ⋅⋅⋅ ca SQ tc ⋅⋅⋅ ca SQ tc ⋅⋅⋅ ca SQ
6 tg ⋅⋅⋅ ca SQ tg ⋅⋅⋅ ca SQ tg ⋅⋅⋅ ca SQ tg ⋅⋅⋅ ca SQ

Path 1 Path 2 Path 3 Path 4

FIG. 4. �Color online� Examples of direct evolutionary paths between peaks
acgtPK and tgcaSQ. �a� Repression values of the intermediate mutants along
each path. �b� Intermediate sequences along the mutational paths. Mutations
are underlined. Steps exhibiting epistatic interactions are outlined.
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�S� transition, is almost neutral. Finally, the last a to t muta-
tion from step 6 restores the symmetry of the operator, bring-
ing the repression value to 350 at the tgcaSQ peak.

A close alternative to path 1 would be path 2, where all
mutation steps are the same as in path 1 except for a permu-
tation of the mutations occurring at steps 3 and 4, affecting
respectively the operator and the repressor �see Fig. 4�b�,
paths 1 and 2, outlined steps�. With this new mutation order,
instead of a decrease at step 3 followed by a restoration of
the repression level at step 4, now both mutations �K to Q at
steps 3 and g to c at step 4� increase the repression level, thus
making this path more favorable. These two alternative paths
show that the g to c mutation in the second half of the op-
erator with the K or Q amino acid in the second key residue
of the repressor exhibit a sign epistatic interaction.

The most likely path between optima acgtPK and tg-
caSQ is path 3 depicted in Fig. 4, which exhibits the smallest
dip among all possible paths. Here, the first mutation occurs
in the repressor with the transition from P to S, which brings
the repression level to about 100. The repression level then
stays almost constant during the next two mutation steps that
occur in the operator. Interestingly, in this pathway the pal-
indromic symmetry, initially broken by the a to t mutation in
the operator sequence at step 2, is immediately restored at
step 3 with a t to a mutation in the second half of the opera-
tor. The following mutation is the K to Q transition in the
repressor at step 4, which reduces the repression level to 20.
This is the lowest repression level along this path, constitut-
ing a tenfold drop relative to the initial repression value at
the peak. The repression level is then progressively restored
as the two remaining symmetric g and c key bases of the
operator mutate, respectively, to c and g to give the final
palindromic operator.

In fact, path 3 belongs to a group of 12 best paths that
are essentially equivalent. Indeed, due to the sequence sym-
metry of the operator, mutations of base pairs 5 and 5� at
steps 2 and 3 can occur indistinctively in the reverse order, as
well as mutations at base pairs 4� and 4 at step 5. Addition-
ally, the P to S transition at step 1 can occur at step 2 or 3
with only a negligible decrease in repression values at some
steps along the respective paths. Combining all these pos-
sible permutations produces a group of 12 paths, all having
the same shape as path 3 with their minima in repression
level at step 4.

The best alternative path to path 3, apart from the 12
aforementioned paths, is path 4, which differs only in the
order of the mutations leading to, and following, the deepest
drop in repression value at step 4. Permuting the order of
these mutations—that is, the K to Q transition in the repres-
sor protein and the first c to g mutation in the operator �Fig.
4�b�, outlined steps�—results only in a deeper global dip in
repression value at step 4 compared to path 3. Similar to
paths 1 and 2, paths 3 and 4 also show that the effect of the
g to c mutation in position 4� can change sign, depending on
residue 18 of the operator �K or Q�. Additionally, however,
the effect of this K to Q mutation now also changes sign
depending on the position 4� of the operator �g or c�. Thus,
the two mutations exhibit a reciprocal sign epistatic interac-
tion �Fig. 1�a��.

Reciprocal sign epistasis occurs when two mutations are
individually deleterious but jointly result in a positive effect
�Fig. 1�a��. Such a situation captures, at the level of indi-
vidual mutation steps, the constraints created by a multi-
peaked landscape. Our analysis of paths 3 and 4 shows that
the choice between alternative best paths between two peaks
reduces to a choice between two routes in a reciprocal sign
epistasis pattern that is located where these paths encounter
their deepest drop in repression values. In other words, the
lowest point in the optimal path between two peaks results
from a reciprocal sign epistasis interaction. This observation
illustrates that reciprocal sign epistatic interaction stands at
key locations of a multipeaked landscape, and is in line with
a theoretical investigation of ours, which indicates that recip-
rocal sign epistasis is an essential ingredient for the existence
of multiple peaks.34

From Table I, we can also identify several peaks that are
in close proximity to each other, being separated by a Ham-
ming distance of only two. Three different situations can be
discerned among the 13 cases. First, two different peaks can
have the same repressor, while their operators differ by two
mutations. This is for instance the case for peaks 6 and 11 or
13 and 14. The opposite situation also exists, where several
peaks share the same operator sequence but the associated
repressors differ by two mutations. This holds, for instance,
for peaks 1, 3, and 17. The intermediate situation, where
each of the operator and repressor variants differs by only
one mutation between two peaks, also exists. This special
case is encountered between peaks 11 and 13, both carrying
a nonpalindromic operator.

Examination of the direct paths between these proximal
peaks reveals an interesting pattern. When two peaks differ
only by their operators �or by one mutation in the repressor
and one in the operator—which is the case only between
peaks 11 and 13�, there are only weakly separated, with the
minimal dip among the different paths being less than a fac-
tor of 2. Notably, when two proximal peaks differ by their
operators, at least one of them is nonpalindromic. Thus, we
do not observe two proximal peaks that differ only by their
operators with both of them being palindromic. This obser-
vation might explain why those peaks are only weakly sepa-
rated.

In contrast, when two proximal peaks differ only by their
repressor sequence, which occurs in half of the cases of
proximal peaks, the minimum drop in repression is larger
than a factor of 5, or even a factor of 10 or 100 in three of the
cases �between peaks 1 and 3, 3 and 17, and 8 and 15�. The
sole exception concerns the paths between peaks 16 and 19,
for which the minimal drop in repression is small �i.e., less
than a factor of 2�. Therefore, while some peaks are close to
each other in sequence space, they can still be separated by
genotypes having substantial reduced repression values.

Note that due to the degeneracy of the genetic code,
there exist silent mutations for most of the codons of the
amino acids. Therefore, all peaks in the landscape form in
fact a small plateau of neutral variants �see, however,
Kimchi-Sarfaty et al.35 for an example of phenotypic effect
due to “silent” mutations�. The presence of neutral variants at
the peaks results in the existence of parallel identical groups
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of paths between peaks. For instance, for the acgtPK to tg-
caSQ transition depicted in Fig. 4, because P and S can be
encoded, respectively, by the triplet ccn and ucn �where n
can be any base�, and K and Q, respectively, by the triplets
aar and car �where r can be either a or g�, there are in fact
six identical “channels” of direct paths to go from one peak
to the other �one channel for each combination of sequences
at n and r�. Each of these channels is therefore constituted of
the same group of 720 paths described previously, differing
only by the base sequence at positions n and r in the codons.
For example, in the paths of Fig. 4, n and r have been arbi-
trarily chosen to be c and a—although this choice is not
apparent and could have been different without altering the
result. Since these channels are independent from each other,
the validity of our previous discussion on epistasis and con-
straints is unaltered.

Interestingly, several of the peaks in the genotype-
phenotype map of the lac repressor-operator occur for non-
palindromic operator sequences �see Table I�. Considering
the symmetry constraint imposed by the homodimeric re-
pressor protein, this finding might seem counterintuitive as
for the given repressor sequence, one would expect to find a
better optimum with a symmetrized palindromic operator.
Closer inspection reveals that all the nonpalindromic optima
we have found need more than just one mutation for their
operator sequence to become palindromic, making them just
sufficiently isolated to constitute local optima �see Table I�.
Furthermore, these nonpalindromic optima are not global op-
tima and their symmetrized versions always have a higher or
at least equal repression value, thereby forming higher or
equivalent peaks unless they are themselves buried into an-
other higher peak.

V. DISCUSSION

In recent years a number of adaptive landscapes have
been determined empirically through the genetic reconstruc-
tion of neighboring genotypes. These efforts have identified
sign epistatic interactions, either at the genotype-phenotype
level3 or at the genotype-fitness level,14 thereby showing that
paths can be selectively inaccessible �Fig. 1�b��. Neverthe-
less, some paths to the global optimum remained selectively
accessible, indicating that the landscapes were single
peaked.3,14 Here we report the presence of multiple peaks in
the landscape detailing the repression value of the lac regu-
lation system as a function of key operator base pairs and
repressor residues. The peaks are distinct: they consist of
repressor-operator pairs capable of high repression values,
which are surrounded by genotypic variants of lower repres-
sion levels. Our assumption of complete additivity between
mutations in the key residues of the repressor might lead to
an underestimate of the ruggedness of the landscape. Relax-
ing this assumption would only lead to a more rugged land-
scape. However, despite this assumption, distinct peaks are
identified in the genotype-phenotype space.

A rationale for the existence of multiple peaks in the
case of the lac regulatory system can be found by consider-
ing the analogy between the operator-repressor interaction
and a key fitting a lock. Forming a new lock and matching
key by stepwise mutations presents a dilemma: mutating the

key first is not viable because it does not fit the old lock, and
vice versa. This dilemma can arise for a recognition function
between two components that can change both, in contrast,
for instance, with an enzymatic reaction, where only one
component changes by evolution. However, it is not a nec-
essary consequence. The dilemma can in principle be re-
solved by the molecular equivalent of a master key: an inter-
mediate transcription factor that is able to bind intermediate
operator sequences, thus bridging two peaks.10 Our study
shows that such a master key does not exist for the lac
repressor-operator system.

A multipeaked landscape reflects the widespread pres-
ence of epistatic interactions across the genotypic space. In-
deed, among the mutations that bring the system to an opti-
mum, there must necessarily be some that have a decreasing
effect if introduced from another optimum. Otherwise the
system would be single peaked. In other words, some of the
mutations in one binding partner will only be beneficial
when the other partner has already been modified, and vice
versa. The requirement of such a reciprocal sign-epistatic
interaction for multipeaked landscapes, which can also be
theoretically addressed in a more rigorous manner,34 is sup-
ported by our analysis: as predicted, such interactions ap-
peared present along paths exhibiting the highest minimum.

It has frequently been recognized that a multipeaked
landscape can constrain a stepwise Darwinian evolution pro-
cess by trapping the evolving population in local
suboptima—i.e., peaks lower than the global optima. Given
the existing diversity of recognition within the GalR-LacI
family of transcription factors,36 the results suggest that evo-
lution has been able to overcome entrapment on suboptimal
peaks. Different scenarios may be considered for escaping
suboptima. First, certain environments may free the system
from a selective pressure temporarily, allowing new recogni-
tions to be achieved through neutral drift. Alternatively, the
participation of the system within a larger network of inter-
acting components may alleviate the constraints. For in-
stance, a duplication event may allow one of the duplicate
repressors to compensate repression-decreasing mutations in
the diverging copy.16 One might also hypothesize the exis-
tence of hidden paths, involving substitutions beyond the key
residues. However, this implies longer paths in an expanded
genotypic space, which also occurs at the expense of reduced
probability.37

Finally, we also would like to discuss the limitations of
our approach. First, our analysis is based on phenotypic
rather than fitness data. In order to address the evolutionary
dynamics in a quantitative manner, the relation between re-
pression characteristics and fitness should be determined,
which also involves the nature of the environmental changes.
Second, not all evolutionary intermediates have been directly
characterized, but rather have been interpolated using the
assumption that the two residues contribute additively to the
repression value. While this assumption does not change our
main conclusion that the lac repressor-operator system ex-
hibits a multipeaked landscape, it will be of interest to recon-
struct all intermediates between two peaks.

Specific molecular interactions are ubiquitous in biologi-
cal systems and essential to their complexity and their ability
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to survive. One may therefore expect that multiple peaks in
phenotype and fitness, as well as the underlying reciprocal
sign epistatic interactions, be equally pervasive. It will be
intriguing to explore how these elementary interactions
shape the course of evolution of more elaborate biological
functions.
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